Harper College provides educational opportunities for the community to engage their educational needs in a non-credit setting. Continuous learning has proven benefits for the student, their family and friends. These learners serve as role models for intellectual engagement and social interaction.

"Novel Bootcamp at Harper was valuable in so many ways. It provides wonderful insights into the writing process and the building blocks needed to produce an engaging, authentic novel. Can’t recommend this course enough."

R. ENNA

"As always, your Spanish classes are packed with new information about the language. You make it easy to learn Spanish and keep it very interesting. The online class is just the same. Thank You."

S. PURI

Why Community Education?
Our programs appeal to people of all ages ranging from youth to seniors engaging in an active lifestyle. We offer high-quality and relevant programming for both professional development and personal enrichment.

BETTER NETWORKING
Community Education classes provide opportunities to meet new people. Even if it’s an online course, there are often forums or groups you can join to network and collaborate on projects.

STAYING SHARP AND HEALTHY
A healthy and active mind contributes to overall health. Community Education offers various courses that challenge and engage your mind and body for a positive and healthy lifestyle.

IMPROVE SKILLS
Our professional development courses can help you gain the skills needed to re-career or advance your current job.

Our courses offer:
• Skill development
• Career enhancement
• An engaged personal life
• Lifelong intellectual development
• Social stimulation with people sharing similar interests

Our Community Education blog features stories that allow you to explore topics before registering for a class. Visit ce.harpercollege.edu and click on CE Blog under the Highlights section.

Contact Us
CALL 847.925.6300
EMAIL ce@harpercollege.edu
LEARN MORE ce.harpercollege.edu
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